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GRADE 3

For questions 1 to 13, choose the correct alternative.
1. Which of the following is correctly punctuated.
A. the times of india
B. the times of India

C. The Times of India

D. The Times Of India

2. Which of the following is correctly punctuated?
A. A Tale of Two Cities
B. A tale of two cities

C. A tale of two Cities

D. A Tale Of Two Cities

3. Which of the following is correctly punctuated?
A. Childrens Park
B. Children’s Park

C. Childrens’s Park

D. all of the above

4. A ____ of birds.
A. herd

B. flock

C. gaggle

D. brood

5. Choose the odd one out.
A. horse

B. mare

C. fox

D. bull

6. I met him yesterday. The underlined word is a/an ______.
A. noun
B. adjective
C. verb

D. adverb

7. Brush your teeth everyday.Identify the kind of sentence.
A. Exclamatory
B. Interrogative
C. Negative

D. Imperative

8. My cousins are coming over for Diwali. Identify the kind of gender.
A. masculine
B. feminine
C. common

D. neuter

9. Which of these endings can be added to the word 'delight' so that it makes complete sense?
A. delightable
B. delightly
C. delightful
D. delightation
10. ‘I cannot watch T.V. unless I don’t complete my homework’The underline word is a ____.
A. preposition
B. adverb
C. interjection
D. conjunction
11. ‘We celebrate Independence Day on 15th August’. Identify the correct tense.
A. simple present tense
B. Simple past tense
C. simple future tense
D. none of the above
12. I am trained to look after your teeth. I am a ______.
A. doctor
B. plumber
C. dentist

D. teacher

13. Which of the following is correctly spelt?
A. corteous
B. courteous

D. curteous

C. courtoeus

For question 14, read the following paragraph and pick out the sentence that tells the main idea.
An ideal student is self-disciplined. He should reach school in time. He should complete his
homework and class work on time. He should follow all rules and regulations of the school.
Apart from studies, an ideal student actively gets involved in other activities. He is good in arts
and sports and regularly participates in school events.
14. The topic of the paragraph should be____.
A. An ideal student
C. School
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B. School Children
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For questions 15 to 28, choose the correct alternative.
15. The two monkeys were chattering _____ the tree.
A. with
B. over

C. on

16. 'The thieves _________ over the fence and ran away.'
Choose the suitable verb.
A. . jump
B. jumps
C. jumping
17. Choose the correct sentence.
A. He came two minutes before
C. He came two minutes ago

D. at

D. jumped

B. He came before two minutes
D. He came two minutes back

18. Choose the sentence which uses correct homophones.
A. I am two tired too play.
B. I am too tired two play
C. I am to tired too play
D. I am too tired to play
19. Choose the sentence with the correct form of adjective.
A. Ram is taller than Shyam
B. Ram is tallest than Shyam
C. Ram is tall as Shyam
D. None of the above
20. Which of the following is not a phrase?
A. Near our school
C. the tall mountain

B. Please come inside
D. all over the world

21. The three little pigs lived in the forest. Choose the predicate.
A. pigs
B. the three little pigs C. forest

D. lived in the forest

22. May I have _____ tea. Fill in with the suitable word.
A. few
B. many
C. some

D. one

23. Choose the odd one out.
A. bunch

D. bouquet

B. bundle

C. bought

24. Which of the following word is formed by using the letters of the word STUDENT?
A. DATE
B. DUTY
C. UNDER
D. TENT
25. Which of these words make exactly the same sound as ‘sh’ in the word Crash?
A. shampoo
B. press
C. speed
D. chase
26. ‘_____ sister likes to draw while _____ like to dance.’
Fill in the blanks with correct set of pronouns.
A. Your, my
B. My, he
C. My, I

D. Mine, his

27. ‘Arav_________ his homework every day.’
Choose the correct verb.
A. don’t
B. do

D. done

C. does

28. Which of the following sentences is correctly punctuated.
A. The children shouted, “Hurrah! We won the match.”
B. “Where are you going?”, asked the teacher?
C. There is only one ice-cream”
D. “It is cold and dark” in here!
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Read the ‘COMIC STRIP’ and answer questions 29 to 34.

29. What was the forest ranger distributing to everyone?
A. posters
B. charts
C. pamphlets

D. books

30. What could be a suitable title for the comic strip?
A. Save the wildlife
B. Save the elephant

D. Dadaji and the children

C. A visit to the zoo

31. What is the main reason for the number of elephants decreasing?
A. Tigers and lions are killing them.
B. Elephants are fighting amongst themselves and getting killed.
C. Humans are destroying the forests where elephants live.
D. None of the above.
32. Where did Dadaji and the children go?
A. Garden
B. Zoo

C. National Park

D. Dessert

33. What is the synonym for ‘a person or thing likely to cause damage or danger’?
A. survive
B. declining
C. threat
D. reference
34. ‘Their population is rapidly declining’. What is the underlined word?
A. verb
B. noun
C. adjective
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Read the PASSAGE and answer questions 35 to 41.
The annual sports day of our school was held on 15th January. On this
occasion, our school building and surroundings were nicely decorated with
flowers, colour-papers and balloons. The Collector of the city was the chief
guest. He hoisted the national flag with the national anthem and declared
the sports meet open by freeing the pigeon in the sky.
The students took part in various games. Main items of sports were high
jump, long jump, short put, javelin throw, various races and disk throwing.
The participating students display their ability through these sports. Some
team events were also organized like Kabaddi, football, volley ball and tug of war. Our P. T. teacher conducted the
entire show. He was assisted by three other teachers. The event closed with a prize giving ceremony. The chief guest
gave the prizes to the winners.
Many students of our class won medals. I won one medal in shot put. It was really a day of great joy for us.
35. Who was the chief guest on the sports day?
A. The P.T. teacher
B. Three other teachers
C. The Collector of the city
D. None of the above
36. What would be a suitable title for the passage?
A. Importance of sports
B. Types of sports
C. The annual sports day
D. A day at school
37. ‘To help someone’ is the meaning of which word from the passage?
A. assisted
B. conducted
C. declared

D. occasion

38. Which pair words from the passage are homophones?
A. sky, joy
B. won, one
C. gave, great

D. main, javelin

39. He was assisted by three other teachers.
What is the underlined word?
A. adjective
B. noun

C. verb

D. pronoun

40. Which of the following is correctly spelt?
A. occasion
B. ocasion

C. occassion

D. ocassion

41. Why is sports day celebrated?
A. to promote extracurricular activities
B. to instill sportsmanship
C. to emphasize the importance of sports for good health
D. all of the above
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Read the information in the POSTER and answer questions 42 to 45.

42. How many rules does the poster contain?
A. 7
B. 8

C. 9

43. Read and talk quietly. What is the underlined word?
A. noun
B. adjective
C. adverb

D. 6

D. verb

44. What should you do if someone breaks the library rules?
A. inform the librarian
B. request him/her to obey the library rules
C. show him/her the poster of library rules
D. all of the above
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45. Why must you obey library rules?
A. to not disturb other students who are reading and studying
B. because rules are made and should be obeyed
C. to be called a good child at school
D. to get punished by the librarian
Read the POEM and answer questions 46 to 50.
Cats sleep anywhere,
Any table, any chair.
Top of piano, window-ledge,
In the middle, on the edge.
Open draw, empty shoe,
Anybody's lap will do.
Fitted in a cardboard box,
In the cupboard with your frocks.
Anywhere!
They don't care!
Cats sleep anywhere.
46. Where are the cats sleeping?
A. inside shoe box
C. on the bed

B. on the sofa
D. in the cupboard

47. Which of the following is the odd one?
A. with
B. in

C. on

D. do

48. What would be a suitable title for the poem?
A. Anywhere
B. A house

C. Sleep

D. Cats

49. Which pair has rhyming words?
A. box, frocks
B. on, do

C. sleep, shoe

D. table, chair

50. ‘A narrow, projecting part’ is the meaning of which word in the poem?
A. middle
B. edge
C. ledge
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